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Abstract—Research on video activity recognition has been primarily focused on differentiating among many diverse activities
defined using short video clips. In this paper, we introduce
the problem of reliable video activity recognition over long
videos to quantify student participation in collaborative learning
environments (45 minutes to 2 hours).
Video activity recognition in collaborative learning environments contains several unique challenges. We introduce participation maps that identify how and when each student performs
each activity to quantify student participation. We present a
family of low-parameter 3D ConvNet architectures to detect
these activities. We then apply spatial clustering to identify each
participant and generate student participation maps using the
resulting detections.
We demonstrate the effectiveness by training over about 1,000
3-second samples of typing and writing and test our results over
ten video sessions of about 10 hours. In terms of activity detection,
our methods achieve 80% accuracy for writing and typing that
match the recognition performance of TSN, SlowFast, Slowonly,
and I3D trained over the same dataset while using 1200x to 1500x
fewer parameters. Beyond traditional video activity recognition
methods, our video activity participation maps identify how each
student participates within each group.
Index Terms—Action recognition, temporal modeling, 3DConvNets, low-complexity neural networks

I. I NTRODUCTION
The paper introduces new methods for long-term human
video activity quantification. Ultimately, our goal is to quantify
student participation by identifying video segments where a
student performs a particular activity (e.g., writing or typing).
Thus, our approach extends traditional video analysis methods,
which primarily focus on differentiating among short-term
activities.
We present examples of classroom video activities in Fig.
1. Here, we are only interested in the group activity that is
happening at the table that is closest to the camera. Then,
as shown in Fig. 1(a), we define structural clutter as activity
occurring in the background. Other challenges include multiple
activities (see Fig. 1(b)), concurrent activities (see Fig. 1(c)),
and activities associated with different students (see Fig. 1(d)).
Our proposed approach consists of two essential parts.
First, we use an object detection system to locate where
the video activity may be happening. Second, we apply a
video activity recognition system to classify the activity. For

general purpose object recognition, we consider the Faster RCNN [1]. For comparison to our proposed approach to video
activity recognition, we consider three alternative methods:
TSN [2], Slowfast & Slow-only [3], and I3D [4]. For TSN,
the video is divided into multiple segments, and the final score
is derived through a combination of three separate classifiers
based on RGB, frame differences, and optical flow with 24M
trainable parameters [2]. Slowfast & Slow-only [3] is built
to recognize slow and fast actions. For comparison purposes,
we will consider a version of Slowfast & Slow-only using
ResNet [5] with 32M trainable parameters. For I3D [4], we
consider the use of an inflated Inception Network [6] with
27M parameters.
We also provide a summary of recent related research on
classroom video analysis. In [7], the authors developed fast
methods for hand detection. In [8], [9], and [10], the authors
developed methods for person detection and talking detection.
In [11], the authors used video analysis methods to develop a
speech recognition system for English and Spanish.
Compared to previous approaches, the current paper is based
on the development of low-complexity systems. For lowcomplexity, we consider the development of classifiers with
substantially smaller numbers of trainable parameters. As we
describe here, the approach is successful in the sense that we
reduce the number of trainable parameters by more than a
thousand times.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We describe
the method in section II. We provide results in section III. We
provide concluding remarks in section IV.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
We present the general system diagram in Fig. 2. As
described earlier, we process each video in two steps. First,
we use object detection to generate activity proposal regions.
Second, we use a classifier over each proposal region. The
results are used to generate activity maps. For this paper, we
only consider writing and typing activities.
For generating activity proposals, we only consider the case
for typing detection. To detect typing, we focus on keyboard
detection. To extend the results to writing, we will integrate
a method for hand detection that we are currently developing
[7].

